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FROM THE ACTING PRESIDENT 

 

A rose by any other name. . . 

 

Recently in the news on both sides of the Tasman were 
stories about attempts to change the names of institutions. 
In Australia, it was Charles Sturt University mooting the idea 
of changing its name to Sturt University as this would be 
easier to recognise or be more memorable than either the 
full name or the shortened name of CSU. In the end, and 
after consultation, it was obvious that there was little 
support or understanding of the need for the change. 
Instead, the university has opted for changes to the logo, 
and branding/marketing campaigns. 

Similarly, on this side of the Tasman my own university, 
Victoria University of Wellington, went through a 
controversial process that resulted in an application to the 
Minister of Education for a change of name, which was 
rejected. The university briefly considered challenging the 
Minister’s decision but eventually opted to abandon the 
name change in favour of a branding refresh, changes to the 
logo and visual identity that will emphasise Wellington. The 
Hon. Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education, then pushed 
through a Supplementary Order Paper to change an 
anomaly in the Education Act 1989 whereby the 
disestablishment or establishment of a university is 
approved by Parliament, but a name change only involved 
the Minister. The process change has now been approved 
and the whole of Parliament will be asked about name 
changes for universities in the future. 

As you can imagine, the issue stirred up considerable 
feelings for staff, students, alumni and other stakeholders at 
each university. It prompted a discussion in our office, 
Planning and Management Information, about whether the 
name we have for our ‘unit’ was reflective of what we do and 
reflective of current thinking about what it is that we do. We 
were fairly certain that the name doesn’t reflect what we do, 

 
 

 
and none of us were sure what ‘management information’ 
means anyway. Lots of ideas were floated involving the 
words ‘reporting’, ‘institutional research or effectiveness’, 
‘data science’, ‘analysis/analytics’, ‘performance 
measurement’, etc. We didn’t reach any conclusion and the 
discussion is ongoing, but it prompted me to think about 
what other similar units in Australasia are called and 
whether they reflect what those departments actually do. I 
also wondered where such offices fitted in the structure of 
institutions, and whether or not there is only one office—or 
multiples—across an institution that are involved in 
‘institutional research’. 

So what is your area’s ‘name’ and where do you fit into the 
university hierarchy? Is it time for a change and how do you 
futureproof the description or name that you use? 

 

To quote a colleague, Jeff Holmes, maybe we should call 
ourselves ‘making stuff up’ —not to be confused with 
‘making stuff ups’—and just get on with it. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kathie Rabel 
Acting AAIR President

 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/subscribe/news/1/?sourceCode=TAWEB_WRE170_a&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theaustralian.com.au%2Fhigher-education%2Fcsu-drops-name-change-plan%2Fnews-story%2F4c9cc7dd3ea99ffc79c73da46a6de695&memtype=anonymous&mode=premium&v21suffix=51-b
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/release/new-process-changing-university’s-name
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/PB76QLL
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SECTOR NEWS AND VIEWS 

 
Macquarie U has changed the name of 
the Faculty of Business and Economics to 
the Macquarie Business School. The new 
school “retains and celebrates the best of 
MGSM and MAFC ensuring Macquarie 
remains a strong global competitor in this 
space.” (CMM, 9 May). 
 
Victorian universities reporting their IT 
outlay spent an average of 8 per cent of 
income last year: An analysis of annual 
reports tabled in the state’s parliament 
sets out IT spending in seven of the state’s 
unis, ranging from Uni Mel’s $161M to Fed 
Uni’s $16M with with a 10% gap between 
the per centage of income allocated at 
Federation U (4.8%) and Victoria U (15%) 
(CMM, 3 May). 
 
Regulator TEQSA has updated its 
guidance note on academic integrity. As 
the agency puts it; breaches, “undermine 
the integrity of assessment of students’ 
work and thus place the credentialing 
authority of the provider at risk and, in 
consequence, its reputation as well.” 
TEQSA could become even more 
important in integrity enforcement 
(CMM, 30 Apr). 
 
SEEK spends up on MOOC providers:  
Last year SEEK and partner Swinburne 
University expanded their Online 
Education Services into the UK. The 
Coursera buy appears intended to give 
SEEK a piece of main MOOC market 
action, the provider has 40m users over 
3000 plus courses from 150 universities. It 
will not be long until SEEK buys or builds 
a credentialing capacity, that provides 
people with digital badges that document 
learning (CMM, 30 Apr).  
 
Curtin U celebrates the 20th anniversary 
of its Malaysian campus with an 
agreement to roll on for another two 
decades. Curtin U’s partners in the JV that 
owns the project are the Sarawak state 
government and businesses (CMM, 30 
Apr). 
 
La Trobe U is now one of 845 
undergraduate and higher degree 
providers accredited by the Association to 
Advance Collegiate Schools of Business 
(AACSB). It joins 16 other Australian 
universities. Providers are accredited on 
teaching and learning, research and 
curriculum development (CMM, 28 Apr).  
 
App of the Day Explaining the local rules 
for international students: A new app 
provides international students with legal 

advice on their top four issues, 
employment, housing, disputes with their 
uni/college and sexual assault. MyLegal 
Mate comes from the inner-city Sydney 
Redfern Legal Aid centre. The business 
plan is for education institutions to fund 
the law app, which would then be free to 
their students-which strikes CMM as fair 
enough, certainly for UNSW and the 
University of Sydney which collected 
around $1.5bn from international 
students in 2017. 

Ranking and rating 
 
QS has just released the most significant 
update to the methodology in Academic 
Development category for the QS Stars 
university rating system. This provides 
new ways for teaching intensive 
institutions to highlight their strengths 
and to see how they rate against global 
standards. Global universities that strive 
to facilitate progression schemes for both 
faculty and students should be recognized 
and commended for their efforts. 
Providing students with formal classroom 
teaching is no longer enough to maintain 
a competitive edge in the higher 
education market (QS). 
 
Group of Eight’s independent 
achievement: Secession is not an option, 
if only the Group of Eight was a country it 
would rank 15th in the world as a national 
research partner with the US, behind 
Israel and ahead of Israel, India and 
Sweden, the G08 reports in its new report 
on links with US universities and research 
agencies. The way the government 
irritated the Go8 last year it would surely 
secede if I could (CMM, 24 Apr).  
 
The big biz of ranking business research: 
The Australian Business Deans Council 
announces its long-awaited 2019 journal 
ranking exercise. This will be the first 
review since 2016. The new ranking 
follows a methodology review. The list “is 
used as a guide by business schools 
around the world to assess the quality of 
the journals in which faculty members’ 
research is published,” ABDC says (CMM, 
16 Apr). 
 
Ranking for Top Scientists in Computer 
Science and Electronics 2019 (5th 
Edition). This ranking might not be official 
or commercial, but it is also a ranking 
based on the H-Index metric provided by 
Google Scholar meanwhile DBLP is used 
to filter out scholars from other 
disciplines. The h-index metric is a 
measure to quantify both the productivity 
and research impact of scientists based 
on the number of their publications in 

EDITORIAL 

The month of May marks the 
capping of graduates on 
stage and the celebrating of 
their successes in completing 
their studies. A huge 
congratulation goes to all 
graduates and their family 
members! 

 

The graduation ceremony 
highlights what a student has 
achieved during their many 
years of study. For most of 
them it will be a moment they 
will remember for years to 
come and marks a significant 
milestone in their life’s 
journey. For the universities, 
it marks the growth of their 
alumni, with the new 
graduates becoming a critical 
part of their university’s 
community. Looking at the 
smile on their faces, we too 
should be proud of ourselves 
for playing a part in their 
journeys! 

 

The first semester has gone 
fast, and I hope you all find 
some time to chill and relax, 
perhaps watch the final 
season of ‘Game of Thrones’, 
or the latest ‘Avengers’ film. 
If you are like me and neither 
of those falls into your bag of 
favourites, take a few 
minutes to walk around your 
campus on a beautiful 
autumn day! 

 

Enjoy reading, 

 

Lizzie 

https://campusmorningmail.com.au/news/macquarie-u-announces-a-business-school/
https://campusmorningmail.com.au/news/macquarie-u-announces-a-business-school/
https://campusmorningmail.com.au/news/macquarie-u-announces-a-business-school/
https://dms.licdn.com/playback/C5605AQGwtymE4fjiHg/72d18e5488be4e0e8180686ab2c9e5fa/feedshare-mp4_3300/1488578169071-zmy00q?e=1557453600&v=beta&t=U6MOGPOYJHu3S0t_u9dX7IRlquHqqvALU1ft0Sdf_AI
https://dms.licdn.com/playback/C5605AQGwtymE4fjiHg/72d18e5488be4e0e8180686ab2c9e5fa/feedshare-mp4_3300/1488578169071-zmy00q?e=1557453600&v=beta&t=U6MOGPOYJHu3S0t_u9dX7IRlquHqqvALU1ft0Sdf_AI
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addition to the number of incoming 
citations to their publications 
(www.guide2research.com, 29 Mar) 
 
International News 
 
ASEAN countries move forward on 
internationalisation: A British Council-
funded study in 2018 focused on the 
higher education internationalisation 
policies of ASEAN countries. The study 
recognised higher education’s powerful 
role in international relations, diplomacy 
and in supporting an integrated and 
aligned ASEAN community. In this 
vibrant, rapidly-growing region with a 
population of more than 620 million, the 
study provided information and findings 
that support increased higher education 
activity with nations inside and outside 
the region. Another key finding is the 
ASEAN emphasis on openness and 
mobility in higher education, at varying 
levels according to individual countries’ 
developmental stage (Atherton et al., 
UWN, 4 May).  
 
Technology universities – Making 
knowledge work: Unlike the traditional 
role of conventional universities as ivory 
towers for contemplative study and 
scholarship, technology universities are 
now playing a direct role as creators of 
wealth and motors for economic, social 
and technological change. The World 
Technology Universities Network or 
WTUN consists of a wide range of 
different universities, geographically 
diverse, large and small, public and 
private, new and old, resolutely non-elitist 
and non-exclusive, committed to working 
together to do cutting-edge, challenge-
led research and to provide socially 
relevant education for the next 
generation of global citizens (Brian 
Cantor, UWN, 4 May). 
 
Virginia Tech joining IBM Q Network as a 
member of the IBM Q Hub at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory to accelerate joint 
research in quantum computing, as well 
as develop curricula to help prepare 
students for new careers in science, 
engineering, and business influenced by 
the next era of computing. Virginia Tech 
researchers and students will have direct 
access to IBM Q’s most-advanced 
quantum computing systems for research 
projects that advance quantum science, 
exploring early uses of quantum 
computing, and for teaching (Virginia 
Tech, 29 Apr) 
 
The CHEA International Quality Group 
(CHEA//CIQG) announced the availability 
of its International Directory focused on 

accreditation and quality assurance. The 
directory contains contact information for 
more than 500 quality assurance bodies, 
accreditation bodies and Ministries of 
Education in approximately 175 countries. 
Directory users can search by 
organization name, country or 
organizational type (country, regional or 
international) (CHEA, 22 Apr) 
 
Nine leading universities have announced 
the formation of a Digital Credentials 
collaboration to create a trusted, 
distributed and shared infrastructure 
standard for issuing, storing, displaying 
and verifying academic credentials 
(Suzanne Day, MIT News, 27 Apr). 
 
Measuring success in European 
internationalisation: The 2018 EAIE 
Barometer: Internationalisation in Europe 
(second edition) provided data that 
informs a just-published report titled 
Signposts of Success. EAIE Barometer 
survey gleaned 2,317 responses from 
people in 1,292 institutions across 45 
countries in the European Higher 
Education Area in late 2017. More than 
80% of respondents are positive including 
22% who are ‘very positive’, about the 
future of the field (UWN, 27 Apr). 
 
The 2019 European University Association 
or EUA Annual Conference was held at 
Sorbonne University in Paris on 11-12 
April. The theme was "Driving innovation 
in Europe’s universities". As creators and 
providers of knowledge and places of 
societal reflection, said the EUA, 
"universities have a central role in shaping 
the future and in nurturing the next 
generation of leaders, innovators, 
entrepreneurs and researchers" (UWN, 20 
Apr) 
 
Internationalisation in Higher Education 
for Society: a recent mapping report of 
the European Union-funded project 
TEFCE – Towards a European Framework 
for Community Engagement of Higher 
Education noted that outreach, social 
responsibility and engagement are an 
increasing focus in Europe higher 
education institutions (research, and 
teaching and learning), and all actors 
(academics, staff, leadership, students 
and alumni), but compete with 
internationalisation. higher education 
institution (research, and teaching and 
learning), and all actors (academics, staff, 
leadership, students and alumni), but 
compete with internationalisation (UWN, 
20 Apr). 
 
The 2018 International Student Survey 
results revealed that the vast majority are 

happy with what they get. There are 
marginal differences, HE students are 
more satisfied with learning, 88 per cent, 
than those in VET (86%). Overall 
satisfaction among all student groups is 
89 per cent, marginally up on the last 
survey, in 2016. The Good reviews from 
international students is not far in front of 
the competitive set on two criteria. USA, 
Canada, UK and New Zealand, score 87.5 
per cent for satisfaction with learning, 
Australia is 88.5 per cent. On satisfaction 
with living, the rest of the world is 88.4 
per cent and Australia 90.4 per cent 
(CMM, 16 Apr). 
 

LEARNING & TEACHING 

 
Victoria U plans to roll out its small-group, 
single-subject intensive-study block 
teaching model across all UG years. Now 
the university announces it will transform 
the curriculum, inviting its community to 
advise on a new academic programme. 
An employment focus in courses means 
that VU should focus on, in both existing 
delivery modes and potential micro-
credentials (CMM, 9 May). 
 
How to prevent plagiarism and other 
forms of cheating? Maintain academic 
integrity by deploying technology and 
engaging students more deeply. Content-
tracking service Turnitin provides the 
software most widely used to spot and 
prevent plagiarism. Online proctoring can 
be deployed live (with remote proctors 
watching students as they test) or via a 
recording. Companies providing online 
proctoring, identity management and 
assessment tools include Examsoft, 
ProctorU, PSI, Questionmark, and 
Respondus (Matt Zalaznick, UB, 7 May) 
 
According to Frost & Sullivan’s newly-
released Global Lecture Capture Solution 
Market report, TechSmith is the 2019 
market leader. The award report 
summarizes lecture capture industry 
challenges, key performance criteria, and 
conclusion of findings (UB, 7 May).  
 
Universities could cater better for the 
smartest students: While universities 
provide credit recognition for formal 
study completed elsewhere and 
recognition is given for prior work and 
other relevant experiences, universities 
tend not to allow students to ‘skip’ certain 
subjects or content areas even if they can 
demonstrate proficiency in the area. But 
all students are entitled to be supported 
to achieve a level of success not just 
comparable to the knowledge and skill 
level they come to university with, but 
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one that demonstrates they have been 
challenged and extended in their 
intellectual development. And that means 
putting in place practices that cater better 
for smarter students (Nita Temmerman, 
UWN, 4 May). 
 
Chris Vento, Founder of Innoventify focus 
on the experience of “traditional” (18- to 
22-year-old) postsecondary students 
enrolled in their first degree program. He 
explained Colleges and universities can 
leverage technology to overcome the 
roadblocks that often keep learners from 
clearly connecting their educational 
experience to their career. The 
opportunities to empower the student 
with a more self-directed and sustained 
understanding and informed action tool 
set can greatly mitigate any current 
challenges (the EvoLLLution, 2 May) 
 

 
 
Steve Lange, Measurement Consultant, 
Explorance, published Building that Chain 
of Evidence, One Link at a Time in 
Explorance’s blog. For Learning & 
Development, the chain that connects 
learning to application, behavior changes, 
and ultimately - business outcomes. 
“Sometimes, the most obvious data can 
tell a great story because it’s not always 
obvious to your stakeholder… Don’t be 
guilty of not using a chain of evidence. 
Instead, be guilty of being a good learning 
analyst and storyteller.” (29 Apr) 
 

 
 
The Te Ara a Kupe Beaton Scholarship 
supports Maori students to gain 
admission to top global universities: The 
scholarship is provided by Crimson 
Education and was established to 
encourage young Maori students to 
embark on a journey to discover their 
greatest potential on the global stage. It 
also pays homage to the adventurous 
spirit of Kupe, a tribal warrior who 
journeyed to discover New Zealand, 
evoking the same bold spirit displayed by 
so many young Maori students (Education 
Central, 29 Apr). 
 
Chronicling engagement: students’ 
experience of online learning over time 

Published in Distance Education: Research 
led by the University of Tasmania has 
furthered the evidence base around 
online students by tracking engagement 
over the longer term. This paper presents 
results from weekly feedback on online 
education students’ engagement over the 
length of one semester at a regional 
Australian university. It also chronicles in 
more depth the experiences of one 
student across the same semester. The 
findings offer longitudinal accounts of 
student engagement, demonstrating that 
levels of engagement fluctuate and are 
influenced by a variety of factors 
(NCSEHE, 28 Apr). 
 
Creating inclusive curricula in higher 
education: An inclusive hidden curriculum 
promotes positive attitudes and 
acceptance of all groups and individuals 
whereas a non-inclusive hidden 
curriculum may unwittingly promote 
negative stereotypes and prejudice of 
others based on race, ethnicity, sex, 
gender, social class and other factors. 
Designing a curriculum that is inclusive 
requires a mindfulness of student 
backgrounds and personal and social 
needs (Patrick Blessinger, Enakshi 
Sengupta and Mandla Makhanya, UWN, 
27 April). 
 
Disrupting the Adult Student Lifecycle in 
Online Higher Education: Dennis Bonilla, 
Vice President of the Employer and 
Academic Partnership Group, University 
of Phoenix, argued that unless 
universities find models designed to serve 
the modern lifelong learner, it will be 
challenging to provide them with lasting 
and ongoing value in the modern labor 
market (The EvoLLLution, 26 Apr). 
 

 
 
The EvoLLLution interviewed Jane Bowen 
(Chair of the Competency Map 
Committee, CPA Canada) on How 
Industry Associations Can Draw the Map 
for their Profession, and Where Higher Ed 
Fits In. Every industry is changing 
incredibly rapidly, creating significant 
need for flexible learning opportunities 
designed to keep professionals up-to-
date and productive in their careers. The 
PSIs (universities and colleges) and the 
profession share a commitment to 

ensuring our CPA students are prepared 
to hit the ground running and succeed in 
their CPA careers. That partnership has 
been a key to the success of our 
profession in the past and will continue to 
be vital for years to come (23 Apr). 
 
Elena Denisova-Schmidt, a research 
fellow in the Center for International 
Higher Education at Boston College, 
discussed What can universities do to stop 
students cheating? (UWN, 20 Apr) 
 
Uni SA extends discussions on plans for 
new teaching structure: VC David Lloyd 
announced Jan this year that the 
university intends to move to teaching by 
curriculum communities, with courses 
crossing discipline boundaries to meet 
learning-needs and staff organisation 
based on delivery of academic 
programmes. UniSA is running briefings 
across the university to a cross-section of 
critics from staff (CMM, 16 Apr). 
 
Curtin U students can study in a simulated 
boardroom: Curtin U’s business school 
announces an “interactive and high-tech 
simulated boardroom.” Apparently, it will 
“introduce students to the real-world 
pressures of business decision-making. 
It’s equipped for case studies, simulations 
but there is no word if there is a 
nominated seat for the director who will 
take the fall when the Australian 
Securities and Investment Commission 
knocks (CMM, 15 Apr). 
 
Student Retention and Success 
 
In UK, Universities told to tackle ethnic 
outcomes disparities by demonstrating 
their commitment to university-wide 
change as they seek to eliminate the 
student attainment gap for black, Asian 
and minority ethnic (BAME) students in 
UK higher education, a new report by 
Universities UK and the National Union of 
Students (NUS). The publication of the 
report, Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic 
Student Attainment at UK Universities: 
#ClosingtheGap, follows contributions 
from 99 universities and student unions 
and six regional roundtable evidence 
sessions with 160 attendees on how the 
attainment gap should be tackled. 
(Brendan O’Malley, UWN, 4 May) 
 
Identifying and Using Levers for 
Institutional Culture Change to Eliminate 
Equity Gaps in Student Success by Sally 
Johnstone, President, National Center for 
Higher Education Management Systems, 
discussed creating a culture focused on 
equitable access to postsecondary 
education is beneficial for students, the 
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economy and institutions alike (the 
EvoLLLution, 16 Apr). 
 
The value of ‘good’: Elizabeth Paul, 
President of Capital University in 
Columbus, Ohio, discussed how colleges 
and universities can support students and 
families in balancing college cost 
pressures with making a proactive and 
informed college choice that creates 
lifelong value. Institutions should 
showcase students, faculty, staff and 
alumni who embody the university’s true 
essence and engage a whole new 
generation of impactful leaders (UB, 16 
Apr). 
 
Student Voice and Experience 
 
Anne-Marie Scott, deputy director of 
learning, teaching and web services at the 
University of Edinburgh, Scotland, 
discussed how Students’ voice vital to 
choosing new learning tools: Giving 
students shared responsibility for 
decisions that affect how or what they are 
learning can be a great way to generate 
innovative ideas that benefit both 
students and staff. Giving students more 
say in the technology universities 
purchase to boost student satisfaction 
and improve learning outcomes can bring 
significant rewards too, as we have 
learned (UWN, 4 May). 
 

 
 
Professor Sarah O’Shea (University of 
Wollongong) published a literature review 
entitled ‘Mind the Gap!’ Exploring the 
post-graduation outcomes and 
employment mobility of individuals who 
are first in their family to complete a 
university degree. Adopting a mixed-
method approach, the study will draw on 
statistics related to post-graduation 
outcomes for the general student 
population, comparing these to those 
cohorts from key equity groups (NCSEHE, 
3 May). She is seeking contributions from 
practitioners and researchers working in 
the areas of careers, equity and outreach, 
or those who are interested in graduate 
employability. Participants can choose to 
complete an online survey or interview. If 
you are interested in participating in an 
interview, contact via the email (NCSEHE) 

 
 
Melissa Ezarik discussed How to create a 
culture of digital accessibility and 
inclusion. Accessibility is about more than 
accommodating those who can’t hear a 
lecture or see a learning environment. 
Schools must also acknowledge different 
learning styles. She quoted Brian Klaas, 
senior technology officer for the Johns 
Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public 
Health, and promote the creation of a 
culture of Inclusion and accessibility, and 
how universitiescan build a network and 
infrastructure to help build digital 
accessibility and inclusion from both the 
grassroots and leadership perspectives 
(UB, 29 Apr) 

Staff and Student Wellbeing  
 
Students are welcoming the expansion of 
Piki, a free youth mental health support 
pilot. The Piki trial, which began in 
Porirua, has been expanded to provide 
free counselling for youth between 16 and 
26 in the greater Wellington region, along 
with a website and online wellness app 
‘melon’. There will be 17 full-time 
counsellors employed within the region to 
serve all 18 – 25 year olds (including 
students’ from all tertiary providers), with 
5 additional full time mental health 
advocates at Victoria University of 
Wellington and Massey University 
(Education Central, 8 May).  
 
In US, Students’ mental health needs are 
increasing. The results of the American 
College Health Association’s 2017 Health 
Assessment Survey provided a picture of 
student life on US campuses. According 
to the Health Assessment Survey’s 
sampling of 26,000 undergraduates from 
across the country, in the prior year more 
than 53 percent of students said they “felt 
things were hopeless,” more than 86 
percent said they “felt overwhelmed” by 
all they had to do, 61 percent felt 
“overwhelming anxiety,” 40 percent said 
they “felt so depressed that it was difficult 
to function,” and nearly 13 percent said 
they “seriously considered suicide.” (Tim 
Louis Macaluso, City Newspaper, 24 Apr). 
 
Counseling centers help students with 
mental health disorders graduate: Diane 
Melby, President of Our Lady of the Lake 
University in San Antonio, Texas, 
endorsed that the mental health 
challenge relates directly to another: 
degree completion. According to the 
National Student Clearinghouse Research 

Center, only 58 percent of college 
students who enrolled in 2012 had earned 
a degree within six years. An unknown 
number of students struggling with 
depression, anxiety or suicide ideation did 
not graduate. Challenged to find ways to 
reach students reluctant to seek mental 
health care—and challenged to secure 
funding for more staffing at our 
counselling centre (UB, 22 Apr). 
 
Self-reported active procrastinators do 
not actually delay Do you procrastinate 
on purpose? In a study published in the 
Journal of Personality and Individual 
Differences, PhD candidate, Jason Wessel 
and colleagues tracked 80 undergraduate 
students’ assignment progress over a 
two-week period, and whether they 
thought they delayed for positive reasons 
(motivated by pressure closer to deadline, 
active procrastination) or put things off 
against their will (passive 
procrastination). The researchers found 
that higher passive procrastination was 
related to greater delay in assignment 
progress, while active procrastinators did 
not actually delay compared to non-
procrastinators. (Griffith, 19 Mar) 
 

 
 

GRADUATE OUTCOMES AND 
EMPLOYABILITY 

 
Employers must do more to prepare for 
digital future: The report Skilling the 
Australian workforce for the digital 
economy also reveals the degree to which 
digital technologies are being adopted in 
Australian workplaces is highly variable 
despite most employers acknowledging 
their importance. 
“A workforce with appropriate digital 
skills is a crucial component of Australia’s 
ability to compete in a rapidly emerging 
global digital economy,” said Simon 
Walker, Managing Director, NCVER. 
 
Lawrence Lanahan used some real-life 
examples to raise the question “What if 
we hired for skills, not degrees?” The last 
decade has seen widespread ‘degree 
inflation.’ But a growing movement of 
employers, workers and training groups 
offers a rebuke to a culture that exalts a 
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bachelor’s as the gold standard for 
upward mobility (The Hechinger Report, 4 
May).  
 
Griffith postgrads going great: A survey of 
people with Griffith U graduate 
qualifications found the 1400 who 
responded (35 per cent of the total) are 
doing well. The vast majority across all 
age groups are working, and were in 
appropriate employment soon after 
graduating. The survey also breaks-down 
earnings by discipline, gender and time in 
employment – to give prospective 
students at least an indication of the rate 
of return PG study has paid in the past 
(CMM, 1 May).  
 
Brandon Busteed, President of Kaplan 
University Partners, argued that This Will 
Be The Biggest Disruption In Higher 
Education: Driven by several converging 
forces, we will see a talent acceleration 
shift from "going to college to get a job" 
to "going to a job to get a college degree." 
This disruption is being driven by several 
converging forces: the unsustainable rise 
in college tuition, a change in consumer 
demand among prospective students, 
extreme negativity about the work 
readiness of college graduates, an 
unpacking of what makes college 
effective (work-integrated and 
relationship-rich), and emerging talent 
attraction and development strategies by 
employers (Forbes, 30 Apr) 
 
Jeff Citty, Director of Innovation 
Academy, University of Florida, discussed 
How UF is Innovating the Academic 
Calendar and maximizing Resources and 
Supporting Employability. The Innovation 
minor allows targeted focus on 
developing the fundamental skills of 
innovation, like creativity, 
entrepreneurship, leadership, ethics and 
communication (the EvoLLLution, 29 Apr) 
 
Innovative Research Unis helps all with 
job-ready elevator pitches: The IRU has 
created eighteen employability 
assessments to use with students, as a 
stand-alone programme or part of 
discipline-based course. 
The project was produced with staff 
across the IRU by Jessica Vanderlelie, now 
PVC Student Success at La Trobe U. It 
covers big-picture career planning and 
personal-brand building through to 
specifics of job-applying (CMM, 28 Apr).  
 
Graduates need second degree to 
become a high earner in UK: Salaries for 
young postgraduates rose four times as 
fast as salaries for graduates last year, 
suggesting that young graduates need a 

second degree to become a high earner, 
according to new government data. The 
new figures also revealed that gaps in 
earnings still exist between different 
groups of the working age population 
(Brendan O’Malley, UWN, 26 Apr).  
 
The skills employers want: Generic skills 
are very good indeed, but employers 
want people who also know how to do 
stuff. 
Consultants Nous combined with labour 
analytics provider Burning Glass to scan 
the required attributes that turn-up in job 
advertisements for 672 occupations. They 
found employers want “enterprise skills … 
21st century skills, employability skills, 
soft skills, baseline skills or transferable 
skills” but more often cite industry-
specific skills. What is interesting is that 
this is another use of Burning Glass, which 
can mine data for industry intel (CMM, 24 
Apr). 
 
Three Aus unis dropped from Singapore 
medical education list: Graduates of three 
Australian universities will not be 
accepted to practise medicine in 
Singapore from 2020. Flinders U, Uni 
Newcastle and Uni Tasmania are among 
medical schools worldwide dropped in a 
cull which reduces the roster by a third, to 
just over 100. However, the Group of 
Eight remain on the Singapore list, with 
ANU, plus unis Adelaide, Melbourne, 
NSW, Queensland, Sydney, WA and 
Monash continuing accredited. Present 
students at the deleted three, or 
scheduled to start before February, are 
exempt (CMM, 23 Apr). 
 
Ian W. Li and David R. Carroll (UWA) 
published research finding in a report 
Employment and study outcomes after 
graduation: An Australian higher 
education equity perspective. The results 
from the multivariate analyses indicate 
that graduates from a low socioeconomic 
status (SES) background, or with 
disability, or from a non-English speaking 
background (NESB) were less likely to be 
in employment post-degree, relative to 
their respective counterparts (NCSEHE, 
16 Apr). 
 
Melissa Ezarik shard her 21 ideas for 
campus career centre services and 
student career development. Career 
center services professionals face 
increased student expectations today—
often beginning at the admissions stage 
as families ask about internship and job-
search supports, stretching traditional 
résumé-consulting and career counselling 
roles to offer new services and 
opportunities (UB, 12 Apr).  

RESEARCH 

 
Audit of research integrity process at 
three Qld unis: The state Crime and 
Corruption Commission reports it, 
“continues to receive allegations of 
corrupt conduct involving research fraud.” 
Evidently enough, and sufficiently 
serious, for the commission to announce 
an audit of the University of Queensland, 
University of Southern Queensland and 
QUT. The audit will evaluate whether 
universities “prevention measures” “are 
adequate to build resistance to research 
misconduct and fraud” and how 
universities deal with allegations of 
corrupt conduct (CMM, 10 May).  
 
Successful Public Policy included Tim 
Pitman’s piece on the policy and politics 
of creating HECs “The Higher Education 
Contribution Scheme: Keeping tertiary 
education affordable and accessible”. It is 
worth discovering how the last 
transformative changes were designed 
and implemented (CMM, 1 May).  
 
The Tertiary Education Commission (TEC) 
has today published the interim results of 
the 2018 Quality Evaluation, a major 
component of the Performance-Based 
Research Fund (PBRF). More than half of 
the researcher portfolios submitted to the 
2018 Quality Evaluation were awarded an 
A or B quality category, the two highest 
categories possible. An A quality category 
suggests a researcher’s portfolio is of a 
world-class standard and a quality 
category B means a researcher’s portfolio 
is of a high quality. Compared with the 
2012 Quality Evaluation, the number of 
As awarded increased by nearly 40 
percent and the number of Bs increased 
by 17.5 percent (Education Central, 30 
Apr). 
 
Artificial intelligence (AI) researchers 
across all academic career stages are 
feeling the lure of industry, thanks to 
higher salaries and perks such as access to 
large data sets and computing resources. 
Businesses are recruiting AI specialists for 
projects ranging from modelling risk in 
finance to designing crop-harvesting 
robots (Roberta Kwok, Nature, 27 Apr).  
 
Reports and Resources 
 
Four Real-Life Machine Learning Use 
Cases: A Databricks guide is the White 
Paper to guide readers through four 
practical end-to-end Machine Learning 
use cases on Databricks, a loan risk 
analysis, an advertising analytics and click 
prediction, a market basket analysis 
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problem, and a suspicious behavior 
identification in videos example 
(insideBIGDATA). 
 

 
 
Research report: The role and function of 
small VET providers. Small VET providers 
have an important role to play in offering 
diversity, equity and specialised training 
services across the sector. This report also 
reveals that providers with fewer than 100 
students made up around a third of 
Australian providers in 2017. This research 
builds on previous NCVER work to better 
understand the value that stable small VET 
providers, defined as those who maintained 
enrolments of fewer than 100 students 
across the three-year period of the study, 
contribute to the Australian VET system. 
 
Agneta Bladh, the special investigator for 
higher education internationalisation in 
Sweden, has received strong backing 
from higher education stakeholders and 
institutions for her proposals to 
strengthen internationalisation of 
Swedish higher education, notably by 
expanding the intake of international 
students and making more grants 
available to them. Bladh made the 
proposals in her report, Increased 
Attraction: Momentum for Sweden as a 
knowledge nation. Among the 98 
institutions responding, the Swedish 
embassies in Addis Ababa, Bogota, 
Brasilia, Dhaka, Kampala, Moscow, New 
Delhi, Paris, Riyadh, Seoul, Tokyo and 
Washington sent their comments voicing 
strong interest in her proposal to increase 
the number of offices for higher 
education and research at Swedish (UWN, 
26 Apr). 
 
Overseas students are driving rapid 
population growth in Australia: Writing in 
The Australian Population Research 
Institute, Research Report, Australian 
demographer Dr Bob Birrell notes that 
overseas students now account for 44% 
of net overseas migration. Over the six 
years to 2018, foreign students holding 
higher education visas were by far the 
largest factor in Australia’s rapidly rising 

population, Birrell’s research has found 
(Geoff Maslen, UWN, 25 Apr).  
 
QS Enrolment Solutions APAC has been 
released. Very interesting results in the 
2018 International Student Survey 
developed by QS Enrolment Solutions 
APAC. More than 67,000 prospective 
students completed the survey this year! 
The analysis is a valuable tool to 
understand the preferences and decision-
making process of international students 
(QS, 13 Apr). 
 
European Association for International 
Education or EAIE recently released 
Signposts of Success, a report that 
reflects on data collected for the 2018 
EAIE Barometer: Internationalisation in 
Europe (second edition). That survey 
garnered 2,317 responses from 
professionals working on 
internationalisation in 1,292 higher 
education institutions across 45 countries 
in the European Higher Education Area or 
EHEA. 
 
You might find more reports relevant to 
Institutional Research from online 
publsher, issuu.  

 

BIG DATA, BUSINESS 
ANALYTICS/INTELLEGENCE 

 
The AIR Professional File Spring 2019 
Volume included “From Data Crisis to 
Data-Centric” contributed by Rebekah 
Anderson and Nichole Rip (University of 
Western States) (AIR) 
 

 
 
Snowflake Inc., the data warehouse built 
for the cloud, announced the general 
availability of Snowflake on Microsoft 
Azure in Australia and New Zealand. The 
expansion reflects the rising customer 
demand for Snowflake on Azure in the 
region and a desire by large organisations 
to embrace the flexibility in choosing a 
cloud platform that best serves their 
business and customers (snowflake, 6 
May).  
 
Jenzabar, a leading technology innovator 
in higher education serving the new 
student announced Jenzabar Analytics, a 
portfolio of descriptive, diagnostic, and 
predictive analytics tools. Through 
Jenzabar’s new analytics solution, higher 
education institutions will now be able to 
gather, organize, assess, and transform 

data into actionable insights. Jenzabar 
Analytics is part of Jenzabar One, the 
company’s cloud-ready suite of higher 
education technology products and 
services that improves the student 
experience and drives institutional 
success. The new module’s customizable, 
industry best-practice dashboards give 
flexibility to track specific data points 
critical to an institution (Jenzabar, 2 May). 
 
Rice University’s first CIO talks data 
privacy, identity and Iron Curtain 
computing. “There’s a fundamental shift 
we are going through right now…That 
privacy concept is shifting our approach 
to security. We are no longer just putting 
a wall or a moat around the data. We 
need to be able to actually tell you how 
we used it. That’s a very different 
construct (Huston Chronicle, 26 Apr). 
 

 
How Big Data Can Transform 
Transportation as We Currently Know It: 
Magnolia Potter takes a look at how Big 
Data can transform transportation as we 
currently know it. Big data is already 
changing the world around us. The retail, 
healthcare, financial services, and 
entertainment industries are all using big 
data to improve their quality of service 
and optimize efficiency. However, big 
data’s usefulness is not limited to 
changing the world of business — it also 
has the potentially to completely change 
transportation as it is today.  
(insideBIGDATA, 26 Apr) 
 
3 Must-Have Business Intelligence Tools: 
Ben Bloch, CEO of Bloch Strategy, 
discusses the rise of Digital 
Transformation (DX) and how it is a hot 
topic right now. It’s the idea that 
organizations must take strategic, 
purposeful — even dramatic — actions to 
reshape how they use technology to 
bolster business performance. 
(insideBIGDATA, 26 Apr) 
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https://www.eaie.org/blog/eaie-report-offers-indicators-successful-internationalisation.html
https://www.eaie.org/blog/eaie-report-offers-indicators-successful-internationalisation.html
https://www.eaie.org/blog/eaie-report-offers-indicators-successful-internationalisation.html
https://issuu.com/search?q=institutional%20research
https://www.airweb.org/docs/default-source/documents-for-pages/reports-and-publications/professional-file/apf-145-2019-spring_from-data-crisis-to-data-centric.pdf?sfvrsn=651b6d34_2
https://www.airweb.org/docs/default-source/documents-for-pages/reports-and-publications/professional-file/apf-145-2019-spring_from-data-crisis-to-data-centric.pdf?sfvrsn=651b6d34_2
https://www.snowflake.com/news/snowflake-announces-general-availability-on-microsoft-azure-in-australia-and-new-zealand/
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https://universitybusiness.com/jenzabar-introduces-jenzabar-analytics/
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The Importance of Predictive Analytics in 
Higher Education: Brian Rowe, founder & 
CEO of Perceivant, explains how 
predictive analytics has evolved into a hot 
button topic among educators in order to 
better serve students by becoming more 
data informed. However, new reports 
revealed that less than half of higher 
education institutions are effectively 
engaging in predictive analytics. (UB, 24 
Apr). 
 

 
 
Emilie Boyer King reported on the 
European University Association or EUA 
annual conference held in Paris on 11-12 
April. In a session entitled “Artificial 
Intelligence, the new Open Science 
challenge”, academics told participants 
that European universities had to take AI 
ethics seriously and play a leading role, 
engaging policy-makers and tech 
developers and users and universities 
must lead in developing AI for common 
good (UWN, 20 Apr). 
Ken Udas (Brandeis University) and Scott 
Sorley (University of Southern 
Queensland) discussed Robust 
Integrations: Uncorking Quality, 
Flexibility and Value. An institutional 
ecosystem needs to leverage robust 
integrations between tools chosen 
specifically for their value to the 
organization. By doing that, an institution 
can improve the student experience and 
minimize reliance on any one piece of 
software. This piece also included a case 
study on student success data analytics, 
we need visibility across a broad variety of 
information systems and data sets (the 
EvoLLLution, 17 Apr). 
 
Mobile enterprise apps: Meeting the 
demand: A 2018 Educause report, “Higher 
Education’s 2019 Trend Watch and Top 10 
Strategic Technologies,” found that 40 
percent of colleges had access to their 
learning management system (LMS) via 
mobile. Twenty percent could access 
student information systems and 17 
percent could get to admissions files via 
mobile devices. By 2024, Educause 
analysts believe remote access will be 
mainstream since 58 percent of schools 
surveyed had already engaged in mobile 
app development. Jodi Helmer discussed 
how higher education institutions are 
keeping up with the demand for access to 

enterprise apps via mobile and keeping 
the data secure (UB, 15 Apr). 
 

 
 
Organisations are collecting more data 
than ever, but not all are gaining insights 
that lead to better decision making. A 
study completed by Massey University 
shows many senior managers in NZ 
distrust big data. The study also showed 
conflicting notions of the value of big data 
between top-level and mid-level 
managers. Mid-level managers tended to 
seek insights to improve business 
processes, while top-level executives 
sought insights to improve the company’s 
bottom line. Is it replicable in the 
Universities? (http://www.massey.ac.nz, 
12 Apr) 
 
Mark Rowh explained the use of GIS and 
IPS Campus security helps the college 
community. Geographic information 
systems (GIS) and indoor positioning 
systems (IPS)—which provide an accurate 
way to locate students, safety officers, 
employees and others during an 
emergency—offer many security 
applications for campuses. These systems 
alert security when someone is not where 
they should be as well, says Pete 
Canavan, a safety consultant to colleges 
and the author of The Ultimate Guide to 
College Safety (PJC Services, 2018). The 
technology can also be used to locate 
assets such as lab equipment, tools and 
vehicles (UB, 12 Apr). 
 
Ben Williamson (a Chancellor’s Fellow in 
research at the Edinburgh Futures 
Institute and the Centre for Research in 
Digital Education at the University of 
Edinburgh) discussed the platform 
university: a new data-driven business 
model for profiting from HE. The 
“platform university” is being built on top 
of the campus, and its main motive is to 
profit from the HE market through the 
lucrative currency of student data 
(Wonkhe, 9 Apr) 
 

 
Image: Shutterstock 

The Commonwealth Scientific and 
Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) 
has highlighted a need for development 
of artificial intelligence (AI) in Australia to 
be wrapped with a sufficient framework 
to ensure nothing is set onto citizens 
without appropriate ethical 
consideration. Data61, CSIRO's digital 
innovation arm, has published a 
discussion paper Artificial Intelligence: 
Australia's Ethics Framework, on the key 
issues raised by large-scale AI, seeking 
answers to a handful of questions that are 
expected to inform the government's 
approach to AI ethics in Australia. 
Submissions to CSIRO's report close May 
31, 2019 (zdnet.com, 5 Apr). 

 

Image: Getty Image/iStockphoto 

 

BOOK REVIEWS 

 

 
The Good University: What universities 
actually do and why it’s time for radical 

change 
 

Raewyn Connell 
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https://www.zdnet.com/article/csiro-promotes-ethical-use-of-ai-in-australias-future-guidelines/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/csiro-promotes-ethical-use-of-ai-in-australias-future-guidelines/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/csiro-promotes-ethical-use-of-ai-in-australias-future-guidelines/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/csiro-promotes-ethical-use-of-ai-in-australias-future-guidelines/
https://www.zdnet.com/article/csiro-promotes-ethical-use-of-ai-in-australias-future-guidelines/
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The higher education industry might 
seem like it’s booming, with over 200 
million students in universities and 
colleges worldwide and funds flowing in 
like never before. But the truth is that 
these institutions have never been 
unhappier places to work. Raewyn 
Connell asks us to consider just that, 
challenging us to rethink the 
fundamentals of what universities do. 
Drawing on the examples offered by 
pioneering universities and educational 
reformers around the world, Connell 
outlines a practical vision for how our 
universities can become both more 
engaging and more productive places, 
driven by social good rather than profit, 
and helping to build fairer societies. 
 

 
Student Engagement and Quality 
Assurance in Higher Education : 

International Collaborations for the 
Enhancement of Learning 

 
Edited by Masahiro Tanaka 

 
The growing trend of assessing and 
assuring quality in higher education is 
incredibly complex, as there are so many 
variables affecting both experiences and 
measures. The ten case studies consider 
the macro, meso and micro levels of each 
approach, allowing for an exploration of 
the growing area of research and practice 
that is student-staff partnerships, 
showcasing ways of working with 
students to enhance engagement and 
quality, which are vital for a long-term 
approach. 

 
How to Be Human in the Digital Economy 

 
Nicholas Agar 

 
he digital revolution has brought us new 
gadgets and new things to do with them. 
The digital revolution also brings the 
digital economy, with machines capable 
of doing humans' jobs. Agar explains that 
developments in artificial intelligence 
enable computers to take over not just 
routine tasks but also the kind of “mind 
work” that previously relied on human 
intellect, and that this threatens human 
agency. The solution, Agar argues, is a 
hybrid social-digital economy. The key 
value of the digital economy is efficiency. 
The key value of the social economy is 
humanness. 
 

 
Formative assessment in United States 
classrooms : changing the landscape of 

teaching and learning 
 

Cathy Box 
 
This book examines the history of 
formative assessment in the US and 

explores its potential for changing the 
landscape of teaching and learning to 
meet the needs of twenty-first century 
learners. The author uses case studies to 
illuminate the complexity of teaching and 
the externally imposed and internally 
constructed contextual elements that 
affect assessment decision-making. 
 

 
Blended Learning in Practice A Guide for 

Practitioners and Researchers 
 

Edited by Amanda G. Madden, Lauren 
Margulieux, Robert S. Kadel and Ashok 

K. Goel 
 
Blended learning combines traditional in-
person learning with technology-enabled 
education. Its pedagogical aim is to 
merge the scale, asynchrony, and 
flexibility of online learning with the 
benefits of the traditional classroom—
content-rich instruction and the 
development of learning relationships. 
This book offers a guide to both theory 
and practice of blended learning, offering 
rigorous research, case studies, and 
methods for the assessment of 
educational effectiveness. 
 

ON THE MOVE 

 
Armando Corsi from the University of 
South Australia is named a future industry 
leader by the federal industry agency, 
Wine Australia. 
 
Sally Wheeler becomes PVC 
International Strategy at ANU, sharing 
time between the new appointment and 
her continuing role as dean of the College 
of Law. 
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Prue Monument joins the Tertiary 
Education Quality Standards Agency 
from the Australian Charities and Not-
For-Profits Commission. 
 
Rowena Harper is moving to Edith 
Cowan U, where she will be director of the 
Centre for Learning and Teaching. 
 
At Griffith U: DVC A Debra Henly adds 
the senior DVC role to her responsibilities. 
Sheena Reilly, Pro Vice Chancellor 
(Health) will act as head of the Gold Coast 
campus until year end. Andrea Bishop 
becomes PVC R and will act as DVC R 
while this role is recruited. 
 
Susie Robinson will join the Australian 
Plant Phenomics Facility as executive 
director.  
 
Nadine Zacharias joins Swinburne U as 
director, student engagement.  
 
Wendy Lacey will move to the University 
of Canberra in July to become dean of 
business, government and law.  
 
Mel Haines joins the Digital Health CRC 
as education manager, working with 
postgrads, postdocs, early career 
researchers and industry partners. 
 
Michael Bunce moves to be chief scientist 
for the New Zealand Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
 
Brigid Heywood is the University of New 
England’s new vice chancellor from July.  
 
Saul Newman will join Flinders U as Dean 
(people and resources) in the Humanities 
and Social Sciences college. 

Katherine Gibson (Western Sydney 
University) will be the 2020-21 Whitlam-
Fraser visiting professor of Australian 
studies at Harvard University. The chair is 
funded by the Australian Government. 
 
Diane Herz is in-place as CEO of the ANU 
Enterprises subsidiary, the Social 
Research Centre. 
 

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN? 

 
TEMC this year will be held from 29 
September to 2 October, in 
Adelaide. ATEM calls for: 
 
Reviewers: An urgent call has gone 
out from the TEMC Local Organising 
Committee (LOC) for ATEM 
members and supporters to put their 
name forward to assist the LOC with 

reviewing abstracts due to the large 
number received. If you can assist 
please contact Satya Webster, Chair 
of the Adelaide LOC. 
 
Internships 
In 2019, TEMC are offering a limited 
number of Volunteer/internship 
opportunities to gain experience in 
supporting conference 
attendees/delegates at the Tertiary 
Education Management Conference.  
 
Applications close on 31 May 2019. 
 

 
 

POSITIONS VACANT 

 

 

TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT 

See our Training and Development 
webpage focused on training for 
institutional researchers. 

 

Higher Education Information 
Management System (HEIMS). 

Visit the HEIMSHELP Training page with 
details of the training resources that are 
available to help you meet reporting and 
verification deadlines. 

Data Science Melbourne 

This is a group for anyone interested in 
'Data Science'. We are not quite sure what 
the exact definition of a Data Scientist is, 
but if you deal with something generally 
related to converting data into useful 
insight then you will hopefully benefit 
from joining the group. Please follow the 
link to join in the group and follow the 
events posted on Meetup. 

AIR Webinars 

AIR provides online resources, innovative 
practices, professional development 
opportunities, and training for AIR 
members and non-members and the 
higher education community, including 
professionals from IR, effectiveness, 
assessment, planning, and related fields. 

Contract Cheating - working to do 
something about it 

24 MAY 2019, Perth 

This half-day seminar will introduce 
participants to contract cheating and its 
effect on academic integrity and, in turn, 
on institutional reputation. Contract 
cheating is defined as submission by 
students of work that has been 
completed for them by a third party - 
maybe a friend, fellow student or 
academic staff, or a commercial service. 
We hope to engage participants in a 
‘community of practice’ around academic 
integrity and contract cheating to provide 
opportunities for regular interaction to 
help improve how institutions in WA 
address this problem. 

Introduction to Strengths-based 
Leadership 

31 MAY 2019, Sydney 

https://www.atem.org.au/redirect?h=T4vOHm2mtXFnXaA2vMvNyXgJyqTF2%2FaYggdK81EDiT5Tcpr3cpIIhwIk6bzGTgev
http://aair.org.au/event-location/professional-development/
http://heimshelp.education.gov.au/sites/heimshelp/support/pages/training#content.
https://www.meetup.com/Data-Science-Melbourne/?_af_cid=Data-Science-Melbourne&_xtd=gatlbWFpbF9jbGlja9oAJDY2MzNhMGQ0LTQ0YzEtNDU2Ni1iYTAyLTIzZGE0OWQyZTVlNg&_af=chapter
https://www.meetup.com/en-AU/Data-Science-Melbourne/events/
https://www.meetup.com/en-AU/Data-Science-Melbourne/events/
https://www.airweb.org/collaborate-learn/professional-development-training/webinars?fbclid=IwAR14JHjk7tdhYe9u-1G3mt6YcfBP8v0kue7Ez5UMT66UCsUeuXMlB1UWe80
http://www.atem.org.au/events/event/contract-cheating
http://www.atem.org.au/events/event/contract-cheating
https://www.atem.org.au/events/event/strengths-based-leadership
https://www.atem.org.au/events/event/strengths-based-leadership
http://aair.org.au/higher-ed-jobs/
http://heimshelp.education.gov.au/sites/heimshelp/support/pages/training#content.
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This recommended program is designed 
on the principles of Positive Psychology, 
informed by the research conducted by 
Gallup Inc that forms the basis of the 
CliftonStrengths Finder 2.0 diagnostic 
test. The approach is based on extensive 
research that demonstrates that people 
are more likely to achieve success when 
they focus on developing their natural 
talents (“Strengths” in Gallup 
terminology). 

Counselling Skills for Non-Counsellors 

13 June 2019, Melbourne 

The aim of the day is to build skills, 
knowledge and understanding that 
enable staff to handle these situations 
confidently and respectfully, and to 
maintain professional appropriate 
boundaries.The day enables staff to be 
compassionate and effective, using skills 
that build professional confidence, 
strengthen satisfaction and prevent 
burnout. It covers topics from individual 
skills to team culture, and ways to stay 
resilient. 

Bibliometrics and Scientometrics for 
Research Evaluation 

24–25 Oct 2019, Melbourne 

The very first edition of the course is 
provided by Leiden University’s Centre for 
Science and Technology Studies (CWTS) in 
collaboration with Deakin University 
Library.  

HIGHER EDUCATION 
CONFERENCES & EVENTS 

 
Here is a selection of upcoming events that 
may be of interest. See our Events/Fora 
webpage for more national and 
international events. 

THETA 2019 The Higher Education 
Technology Agenda Conference 

 

 
 

19–22 May 2019 

Wollongong, Australia 

The conference theme, The Tipping Point, 
reflects that magic moment when 
innovations in the use of information 
technology cross a threshold and spread 
like wildfire. In line with the theme, this 

event is all about innovations and working 
at the edges. 

2019 AIR FORUM 

 

28–31 May 2019 
Denver, Colorado, USA 

The AIR Forum, the Association's annual 
conference, is the world’s largest gathering 
of higher education professionals working 
in institutional research, assessment, 
planning, and related postsecondary 
education fields. 

5th International Conference on Higher 
Education Advances 

 

26–28 June 2019 
Valencia, Spain 

The Fifth International Conference on 
Higher Education Advances (HEAd'19) is an 
excellent forum for researchers and 
practitioners to exchange ideas, 
experiences, opinions and research results 
relating to the preparation of students, 
teaching/learning methodologies and the 
organization of educational systems. 

HERDSA Conference 2019 

 

2–5 July 2019 

Auckland, New Zealand 

The theme for the conference is Next 
Generation, Higher Education: Challenges, 
Changes and Opportunities. 

ATEM Aotearoa National Conference 
2019 

 

Partnering for the Future 
4–5 July 2019 

Auckland, New Zealand 

Professional administrators and 
managers are the people who make a 
vital contribution to the central aims of 
their institutions. This year the ATEM NZ 
conference will explore this contribution 
through the concept of ‘partnership’. We 
learn by sharing, so come and present 
your ideas, talk about your experiences 
and network with other like-mind people 
doing similar roles throughout New 
Zealand tertiary institutions. Together, 
we can advance the professionalism of 
tertiary education administration and 
management.  

STARS Conference 

 

7–10 July 2019 

Melbourne, Australia 

The STARS conference provides the 
opportunity to disseminate and discuss 
current research, good practice, emerging 
initiatives and leading-edge ideas that are 
aimed at enhancing students’ tertiary 
learning experiences. 

28th National VET Research Conference 
'No Frills' 

10–12 July 2019 

Adelaide, SA 

Convenor: National Centre for Vocational 
Education Research (NCVER). 'No Frills' is a 
well-known annual national conference 
where researchers and practitioners in the 
vocational education and training (VET) 
sector come together to present, discuss 
and share information about key issues 
confronting the sector. 

  

https://www.atem.org.au/events/event/counselling-skills-for-non-counsellors
https://www.cwts.nl/education/bibliometrics-and-scientometrics-for-research-evaluation/bibliometric-course-melbourne-australia
https://www.cwts.nl/education/bibliometrics-and-scientometrics-for-research-evaluation/bibliometric-course-melbourne-australia
http://aair.org.au/event-location/aair/
https://theta.edu.au/
https://theta.edu.au/
https://www.airweb.org/forum/2019
http://www.headconf.org/
http://www.headconf.org/
https://www.herdsa2019.auckland.ac.nz/
https://www.atem.org.au/conferences/regional-conferences/ao-conference-2019
https://www.atem.org.au/conferences/regional-conferences/ao-conference-2019
http://unistars.org/
https://www.ncver.edu.au/news-and-events/vet-calendar
https://www.ncver.edu.au/news-and-events/vet-calendar
http://forum.airweb.org/2019/pages/home
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2019 AAIR SIG Forum 

 
 

3–5 July 2019 

Darwin Australia 

Charles Darwin University will host the 
AAIR SIG Forum at the Waterfront Campus 
(Darwin, NT). 

ACER Research Conference 2019 

 

Preparing students for life in the 21st 

Century: Identifying, developing and 

assessing what matters 

4–5 August 2019 

Melbourne Australia 

Research Conference 2019 will examine 
research around preparing students for 
life in the 21st Century. It will bring 
together leading international and 
Australian researchers to provide insights 
into the best ways to identify, 
conceptualise, develop and assess these 
new priorities for schools in the 21st 
century. 
 

The Higher Education Finance 
Conference 

5–6 August 2019 

Melbourne, Australia 

The HEFC 2019 Conference is the annual 
conference held jointly by ATEM and 
Higher Ed Services (HES). This year’s 
theme is 'Give yourself the EDGE". 
The Conference will be held on 5–6 
August at the Deakin University 
Downtown Campus, in the Docklands 
area of Melbourne. 

 

41st Annual EAIR Forum 

 

25–28 August 2019 

The Netherlands 

The 41st Annual EAIR Forum 2019 will be 
hosted by the Leiden University, the 
Netherlands. The theme of the 2019 EAIR 
Leiden Forum is “Responsibility of Higher 

Education. What? Why? and How? “ 

Heads of Student Administration (HOSA) 
Conference 

28–30 August 2019 

Wellington New Zealand 

The theme of this year’s conference is 
'Capitalising on Connections'. This explores 
the opportunities presented through 
collaborations and partnership and the 
sense that we need to connect both within 
our institutions and externally with our 
partners and communities. Contributions 
should be submitted to the HoSA 2019 
Organising Committee, via email to Pam 
Thorburn, by Wednesday, 12 June 2019. 
 

Higher Education Institutional Research 
(HEIR) Conference 2019 

 
 

11–13 September 2019 

University of Wolverhampton, UK 

The HEIR conference is an international 
event that attracts delegates from across 
the Higher Education sector. This year’s 
theme is “Measuring Excellence” in 
Higher Education: Approaches and their 
Impact. If you are interested in 
presenting, please submit a proposal by 
31 May 2019. 

TEMC (Tertiary Education Management 
Conference) 

 
29 September to 2 October 

Adelaide, SA 

"Distilling Ideas, Transforming Futures": 
The 2019 theme is another wonderful 
opportunity to share our ideas and 
discover how we can distil the brilliance in 
everyone to transform higher education 
through exploring alternative visions of 
the future. The local organising 
committee would like to invite you on this 
exciting journey of opportunity to learn 
and grow and lead the way into the future 
of higher education. 
 

ADMISSIONS CONFERENCE 2019 
 

 
17–18 October 2019 

Sydney Australia 

ATEM is very pleased to announce the 
date and venue for the 6th Annual 
Admissions Conference will be held 
across at Macquarie University. More 
information available soon. 
 

AAIR 2019 Annual Forum 

 
11–13 November 2019 

Hobart, Australia 

EPHEA/NAEEA Biennial Conference 

 

24–27 November 2019 

University of Wollongong, Australia 

Equity Practitioners in Higher Education 
in Australasia (EPHEA) and National 
Association of Enabling Educators in 

http://aair.org.au/event-location/aair/
https://www.acer.org/au/research-conference
https://www.atem.org.au/redirect?h=8oMZwq%2FIUcikB7FREja9MLPyOpDosqLaiXrk%2B%2BSUPpBJU9qHhrcMUM5oTcECwpjU
https://www.atem.org.au/redirect?h=8oMZwq%2FIUcikB7FREja9MLPyOpDosqLaiXrk%2B%2BSUPpBJU9qHhrcMUM5oTcECwpjU
http://aair.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/2019-EAIR-Forum-Call-for-Proposals.pdf
https://www.atem.org.au/redirect?h=YWXqVMTOs6rIJY7lWvwajHgJyqTF2%2FaYggdK81EDiT5Tcpr3cpIIhwIk6bzGTgev
https://www.atem.org.au/redirect?h=YWXqVMTOs6rIJY7lWvwajHgJyqTF2%2FaYggdK81EDiT5Tcpr3cpIIhwIk6bzGTgev
mailto:pam.thornburn@vuw.ac.nz
mailto:pam.thornburn@vuw.ac.nz
https://www.wlv.ac.uk/research/heir-conference-2019/
https://www.wlv.ac.uk/research/heir-conference-2019/
https://www.temc.org.au/
https://www.temc.org.au/
https://aairforum.com.au/
https://aairforum.com.au/
http://enablingequity.com/
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Australia (NAEEA) is pleased to host the 
2019 themed “Enabling Excellence 
through Equity” from Sunday 24 to 
Wednesday 27 November 2019 at the 
University of Wollongong Innovation 
Campus. This educational conference 
aims to promote the aims of both the 
organisations and bring practitioners 
from equity and enabling together. 

INSTITUTIONAL 
RESEARCHER’S CORNER 

Five quick questions with 
Peter Hopwood 

 

Tell us about what Altis does and the 
specific assistance it offers its customers 
in UK. 
Altis works exclusively in the field of data 
and analytics and has done so since being 
founded in Sydney in 1998. Whether it’s 
Big (or little) data, on-premise or in the 
cloud, our team of 100+ dedicated and 
highly-skilled staff provides services in all 
aspects of the data and analytics value 
chain. Through employing a proven 
combination of technical skill, expertise, 
leveraging experience, communication 
and listening, we deliver results that 
maximise business performance. We’ve 
grown over the years in terms of staff and 
offices without changing our focus on 
data or core ethos of ‘Connecting with 
Courage, Heart, and Insight’. 
I set up the UK office of Altis in 2012 
offering the same services we offer in 
Australia. Our point of difference to other 
consultancies is our higher education 
experience and vendor independence. 
Having offices in Australia, New Zealand 
and the United Kingdom (UK) has allowed 
our staff to offer a wider perspective to 
our clients, and several team members 
have transferred between regions. 
The UK office also works closely with 
many universities where we’ve delivered 
work for about 15 institutions over the 
past seven years. The UK higher 
education market is very similar to 
Australia—albeit significantly larger—with 
335 higher education providers currently 
registered with the regulator (Office of 
Students). 

Can you briefly summarise some of your 
collaborations with UK-based 
institutions? 
Altis has worked with more than 40 
universities across Australia, New Zealand 
and the United Kingdom, and 15 of these 
in the UK. Our work at UK universities has 
mainly fallen into two categories: data 
strategy and roadmap initiatives, and 
delivery of analytics solutions. 
 
We have worked with several UK 
universities that wanted a data strategy 
to improve their provision of data and 
analytics. Some had developed solutions 
in the past, others had changed strategic 
or technological direction, had grown or 
re-organised, or wanted to take 
advantage of newer technology. We 
worked closely with the institution to take 
stock of their existing solutions, look at 
their overall goals and devise an 
appropriate end solution. We then 
provided a framework to prioritise the 
work that needed to be carried out so that 
the university could deliver outcomes in 
tangible, valuable stages. One example of 
a client where we have helped with a 
strategy and roadmap is Cranfield 
University, a leading postgraduate 
institution. 
 
Our delivery work has ranged from 
designing and delivering dashboards on 
‘course health’, ‘student pipeline’, senior 
management dashboards, and 
monitoring students at risk of dropping 
out, through to delivering an entire data 
warehouse. One university we are 
currently working with to deliver 
dashboards on course health is Coventry 
University. 
 
What are your thoughts around data 
and analytics for the future? 
I think that the provision of cloud 
platforms in the last couple of years has 
made data and analytics much more 
affordable, flexible and accessible, and 
these platforms will continue to develop 
and offer even more value in the future. 
 
Before cloud platforms, institutions had 
to estimate how much power they 
needed, purchase hardware and software, 
and provision and configure it long before 
teams could even start to work on 
developing a solution. Now with modern 
platforms, institutions can set up a 
working environment in minutes, spend a 
few days developing and testing ideas or 
concepts, and either shut down the 
solution or expand it once the outcome 
has been proven. These platforms only 
charge for usage, or consumption, so they 
are ideal for testing ideas and developing 

specific concepts at low cost. At the other 
extreme, cloud platforms allow 
institutions to scale effectively without 
the need to change hardware at regular 
intervals. Cloud providers such as 
Microsoft, Google and Amazon also offer 
a range of very sophisticated analysis 
machine learning and predictive services, 
as well as data transformation tools and 
storage. 
 
I think this consumption—or service-
based approach—is one that will spread 
to reporting and data visualisation 
vendors too, and will allow greater uptake 
and value to be gained from data and 
analytics solutions in the coming years. 
These platforms do however require 
some different skills and changes to 
security policies and approaches. 
 
Another theme that I think is developing, 
is ‘data ethics’. As tools and systems 
improve in capturing, combining, 
processing and exploring large datasets, it 
raises ethical questions on how the data is 
used. There is a tension on what is 
possible to do with data and what is 
ethical or ‘right’ to do with the data. 
 
We have seen this play out recently in 
high profile cases such as Cambridge 
Analytica and Wiki-leaks, where data is 
used in illegal ways or in a manner most 
would regard as unethical. This is leading 
to governments creating increasing 
legislation, such as GDPR, and privacy law 
changes; however, in contrast there is 
also a growing open data movement to 
increase data sharing. 
 
Not all ‘data ethics’ challenges are legal 
ones. For example, I spoke to a DVC at a 
UK university who, when challenged on 
the ethical issues of monitoring student 
activity in a learner analytics programme, 
answered that he felt their ethical 
responsibility was to ensure they were 
doing all they could to support the 
students, and this outweighed the ethical 
concerns of monitoring certain student 
activities. 
 
I feel that overall, universities have been 
considerate and ethical data stewards of 
data and err on the side of caution. 
 
I think this debate on data ethics will 
continue to grow. Altis sponsored the first 
Data4Good (#data4good) conference in 
Sydney, Australia on 28 March 2019, and I 
hope events such as this will help move 
this debate along. 
  

https://www.officeforstudents.org.uk/
https://www.officeforstudents.org.uk/
https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/
https://www.cranfield.ac.uk/
https://www.coventry.ac.uk/
https://www.coventry.ac.uk/
https://data4good.com.au/conference/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/data4good?src=hash
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What has Altis planned or scoped to 
offer its clients in data analytics and 
decision-making? (In other words, why 
a potential customer should select 
Altis?) 
Altis is the most experienced, specialist, 
vendor independent data and analytics 
consultancy in Australia and New 
Zealand, leveraging our tried and tested 
frameworks to deliver a wide range of 
outcome-focused activities for 
universities, from strategy to delivery and 
managed services. Examples of what Altis 
offers its clients include: 
• Data and analytics strategy and 

roadmap: Bringing together the 
diverse views of stakeholders from 
across the institution into a clear 
future-state strategy with an 
endorsed and prioritised roadmap for 
achieving the intended business 
outcomes. 

• Data and analytics health check: Help 
universities understand the current 
state of their solution, identify issues 
and limitations, and provide 
pragmatic, specific and targeted 
actions for improvement. 

• Data platform and toolset selection: 
Applying our proven, vendor-
independent selection methodology 
and tools, we guide institutions 
through an objective assessment of 
platform and toolset vendors. 

• Architecture: Our planning and 
architecture services provide 
complete frameworks for defining 
appropriate data and analytics 
solutions, considering on-premise and 
cloud solutions. 

• Data governance: We pragmatically 
look at the institutions as a whole and 
make recommendations that cover 
strategy, structure, policies and 
standards, people, process and 
systems. By applying our data 
governance services, universities can 
improve the accuracy of their data 
capture, increase their operational 
efficiency, and minimise risk and 
regulatory non-compliance. 

• Managed services: Altis removes the 
key-person dependency risk that a lot 
of universities experience, with their 
data and analytics solutions by 
providing a team that can remotely 
support and manage the solution. 

 

We design and deliver data and analytics 
solutions to manage the full student 
lifecycle and wider shared services, 
including: 
• Student recruitment 
• Admissions 
• Enrolments 
• Student load 
• Surveys 
• Alumni 
• Research 
• Human resources 
• Finance 
• Estate/facilities management 
 
Tell us a bit more about yourself. 
I like to travel and experience the world; 
taking pictures as I go. At the end of 2018, 
I took my long service leave and 
backpacked around Brazil with my wife 
and two small children. We travelled from 
the equatorial north east of the country, 
down to below the tropics in over eight 
weeks. We saw beaches and cities, 
waterfalls and wildlife. The Amazon 
rainforest, and our stay in a favela in Rio, 
were particularly memorable. 
 

 
 
Connect with Peter on LinkedIn 

CALL FOR CONTRIBUTIONS 

Issue 6, June 2019 

A great way to get involved with the 
AAIR community is to share your 
thoughts and ideas. Do you have 
something you would like to share with 
your IR colleagues? The next newsletter 
will be published in late March Please 
send your contributions to the 
editor@aair.org.au by 8 June 2019. 

A reminder about the organisations’ 
social media links to keep you up-to-
date and in touch with all the latest 
news and events. 
 

    

 

AAIR on Twitter @AAIRaustralasia 
 

 

Lizzie Li 
Editor, The Institutional Researcher 

 

DISCLAIMER 

 
The opinions expressed in this newsletter 
are those of the individual 
writers/authors and not necessarily 
those of AAIR or the institutions that 
make up the AAIR membership. 
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